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Abstract Students’ confidence in their responses to a multiple text-processing task and their
justifications for those confidence ratings were investigated. Specifically, 215 undergraduates
responded to two academic questions, differing by type (i.e., discrete and open-ended) and by
domain (i.e., developmental psychology and astrophysics), using a digital library of seven
varied texts (e.g., journal article, newspaper, Wikipedia). Students then indicated how confident they were in their responses and provided justifications for their level of confidence. This
investigation had four main goals: (a) to determine the strength of students’ response confidence; (b) to understand the criteria students use to derive their confidence ratings; (c) to
consider the effect of task conditions on ratings and justifications; and (d) to examine the
relation between students’ response confidence ratings and justifications and the accuracy and
quality of their responses. Students’ justifications for response confidence were found to vary
across task conditions. Further justifications for response confidence based on sources
consulted (i.e., text-directed justifications) were found to relate to response accuracy for the
discrete question and to response quality for the open-ended question.
Keywords Response confidence . Justifications . Task type . Multiple source use . Calibration
The process of obtaining and integrating information from multiple documents to meet task
demands, referred to as multiple source use (MSU), is ubiquitous in students’ academic lives
(Goldman and Scardamalia 2013; Purcell et al. 2012). Despite its prevalence, multiple source
use is not without its challenges (Goldman et al. 2012; Strømsø et al. 2008), even for those
who have been characterized as digital natives (Prensky 2001). For example, Rouet (2006)
describes the multiple source use process as presenting greater cognitive and informational
demands for students, as compared to interactions with a single text. Further, Bråten (2008)
refers to the challenges of meeting task demands using multiple texts as posing a complex, or
high-level, problem for learners.
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Indeed, students, even at the undergraduate level, have been found to experience difficulties
with multiple source use (Currie et al. 2010; Grimes and Boening 2001; Metzger et al. 2003).
Moreover, these difficulties appear to occur throughout the MSU process, including during
text selection (Salmerón and Kammerer 2012; Walraven et al. 2009) and evaluation (Bråten
et al. 2011; Mason et al. 2010), and to extend to response composition (Bråten 2008; Grimes
and Boening 2001; Stahl et al. 1996).
Despite documented difficulties, few researchers have turned to students themselves to
examine whether they are aware of these challenges and their origins. For instance, are
students confident that they have responded well to particular questions and how do they
make such a determination? To our knowledge, no researchers have explicitly investigated the
level of students’ confidence in their responses to tasks requiring the use of multiple texts. Nor
are we aware of studies that have directly considered students’ judgments about the accuracy
or quality of their responses to MSU tasks vis-à-vis the actual accuracy and quality of those
responses, or students’ calibration (Glenberg and Epstein 1987) when completing MSU tasks.
Indeed, the criteria students use to determine ratings of response confidence have only
begun to be explored in studies of single text comprehension (Dinsmore and Parkinson 2013;
Pressley et al. 1990). Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine students’ level of
response confidence when completing multiple source use tasks, to probe the criteria they
apply when reaching judgment of confidence, and to juxtapose these perceptions against the
reality of students’ written performance. We were also interested in the extent to which
students’ response confidence might differ depending on the nature of task conditions;
specifically, the type of questions posed and the domains queried.

Defining response confidence
Response confidence, alternately referred to as response certitude or response certainty
(Vasilyeva et al. 2008a, b), represents students’ subjective certainty in the accuracy of their
selected responses or constructed answers (Kulhavy and Stock 1989; Kulhavy et al. 1990). In
determining response confidence, students are thought to engage in a process of comparing
their own answers to some well-defined ideal, often conceptualized as a single Bcorrect^
answer that can be objectively scored (Kulhavy and Stock 1989).
Yet, today’s students are increasingly asked to complete academic tasks for which such an
ideal may not exist (Goldman and Scardamalia 2013; Hartley and Bendixen 2001). Indeed,
students are often tasked with finding and integrating information across multiple texts for the
purpose of crafting responses to more open-ended questions, judged on the basis of rather
complex and subjective criteria (Goldman 2004). There is a need to understand not only how
students determine their level of response certitude when answering discrete questions (i.e.,
those having a single agreed-upon answer), but also how they make appraisals of more openended, elaborated responses (i.e., responses for which the standards of what constitutes an
accurate, quality answer are less evident).

Temporality and response confidence ratings
In studies of response certitude, participants have been asked to rate their confidence either
prior to engaging with a task or following task completion (Pieschl 2009). When students
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make a priori judgments of whether they will perform successfully on a task or assessment,
these evaluations have been termed judgments of confidence (Hadwin and Webster 2013;
Schraw 2009) or judgments of learning (Nelson and Dunlosky 1991; Vidal-Abarca et al.
2010). Much of the current research has focused on these types of a priori judgments (Hadwin
and Webster 2013; Koriat 2012).
In the present study, our focus was on students’ post-hoc judgments of confidence;
that is, ratings of response certainty following task completion. We elected to focus on
students’ post-hoc judgments, as we were interested in students’ self-evaluations once
a task had been completed. Such post-hoc judgments are part of the multiple source
use process outlined in the MD-TRACE model (Rouet and Britt 2011, see next
section). In addition, studies of calibration have suggested that students’ post-hoc
judgments, termed post-dictions, may be more stable and accurate than a priori
predictions of performance (Hadwin and Webster 2013; Maki and Serra 1992;
Pieschl 2009).

Response confidence in MSU tasks
We can look to models of MSU to offer guidance in understanding how students may
make judgments of confidence in their responses to more open-ended, ill-structured
questions. One such prominent model is the Multiple-Documents Task-Based
Relevance Assessment and Content Extraction Model (MD-TRACE; Rouet and Britt
2011), which conceptualizes multiple source use as unfolding in a series of five steps. In
Step 1, students build a task model, a cognitive model of perceived task demands and a
plan for how these demands may be satisfied. In subsequent steps, students determine a
need for information, thereby electing to consult texts (Step 2); interact with these texts
(Step 3); and, develop a written response (Step 4). The ultimate step of this model (Step
5) involves students examining their written responses to determine whether they satisfy
task demands. Ratings of response confidence, within an MD-TRACE framework, occur
at this fifth and final step. In determining the correspondence between their own written
products and some perceived ideal, students formulate beliefs about the accuracy and
quality of their responses (i.e., response confidence).
It may be more precise to say that in Step 5 students are comparing their written response to
their perception of task demands, or to the task model initially constructed in Step 1 (Rouet and
Britt 2011). Students’ task model and subsequent judgments of response quality in Step 5 of
the MD-TRACE model may be based not only on understandings of question demands but
also on conceptions of what level of response may be sufficient to meet task demands and on
what contextual limitations may be at play (e.g., limitations in time or effort). Thus Step 5
represents a negotiation between students’ conceptions of an optimal response and pragmatic
concerns or limitations.
According to the MD-TRACE model, the comparisons students make between their
written response and their understanding of task demands in Step 5 are not binary (i.e., not
match versus no match determinations). Rather, the comparison between constructed
response and task model in Step 5 can be characterized as students’ relative certitude that
indeed task goals have been met. Based on insights from the MD-TRACE model, we
contend that response confidence ratings have three primary features. Specifically, response confidence ratings appear to be:
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1. Subjective and individually determined;
2. Task specific, reflecting the correspondence between perceived task demands and
students’ given responses; and,
3. Varied in extent (i.e., strength of the belief) and in origin (i.e., basis for the belief).

Origins of response confidence ratings
Students are thought to determine their level of response confidence based on two
sources of information (Kulhavy and Stock 1989). First, students consider task criteria,
or information specific to and provided within the context of a particular task. This
includes determinations of confidence based on task demands or on information
contained in task-related texts. Second, in judging their response confidence, students
continuously make comparisons between their own responses and cognitive referents, or
information external to the specific task, that nonetheless comes to bear on response
evaluation (Kulhavy and Stock 1989). Cognitive referents include students’ prior knowledge of and experiences with similar texts and tasks. Thus, even when task demands do
not provide explicit criteria for response evaluation, students can nonetheless draw on
their cognitive referents, or prior experiences completing similar tasks, to derive potential
standards for assessing response quality. For example, while an open-ended task, such as
researching the effects of climate change, may not explicitly ask students to consider text
reliability, based on prior experiences completing similar tasks, students may nonetheless
know to select authoritative sources of information.
While these two dimensions (i.e., task criteria and cognitive referents) have been identified
as the origins of students’ response confidence ratings, in the literature, students’ confidence
ratings have not been differentiated with regard to these dimensions. More generally, in asking
students to rate response confidence, the origin of or bases for these ratings have been underexamined. At the same time, Dinsmore and Parkinson (2013) identified the importance of
considering not only the absolute value of students’ confidence judgments but their content as
well, assessed via confidence judgment explanations or justifications. Insights into the bases of
students’ confidence judgments may be particularly important in understanding the nature of
limitations in students’ calibration. Examining single text tasks, Dinsmore and Parkinson
(2013) classified students’ justifications for response confidence into four categories: prior
knowledge, characteristics of the text, characteristics of the item, and guessing, with students
most frequently justifying response confidence based on text characteristics or offering textdirected justifications.
To add further nuance to the confidence justification categories identified by Dinsmore and
Parkinson (2013), we were interested in examining the extent to which these reflected either
epistemic or non-epistemic determinations. In effect, given their inherent complexity (Bråten
2008; Rouet 2006), multiple text tasks have generally been viewed as contexts within which
students’ epistemic beliefs may manifest and be particularly determinant of behavior (e.g.,
Mason et al. 2010, 2011). Most commonly, students’ epistemic beliefs have been thought to
entail judgments of texts or text evaluations (e.g., Bråten et al. 2008). However, in the present
study we were interested in examining the extent to which students’ judgments of response
confidence were likewise impacted by epistemic determinations, particularly given work
identifying the role of epistemic beliefs in self-regulated learning (e.g., Greene et al. 2010;
Muis 2007). For instance, we were interested in the extent to which students’ judgments of text
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reliability (i.e., judgments related to students’ beliefs about source of knowledge, Mason et al.
2011; Mason et al. 2010) were cited as text-directed justifications for response confidence.

Task and response confidence
In general, studies of response confidence ratings have assumed students to be operating in a
multiple-choice framework (Kulhavy et al. 1990; Moore 2007; Vasilyeva et al. 2008b). Thus,
in determining their response confidence students have been thought to be making appraisals
of the accuracy of a limited number of potential answer choices provided to them. Kulhavy
et al. (1979) refer to this process of ranking the potential correctness of a restricted number of
answer choices as constructing a hierarchy of confidence. However, in today’s schools,
students are increasingly expected to complete more complex tasks, generate their own
answers, and evaluate a large numbers of highly varied potential responses. Typical of multiple
source use tasks, students are asked to produce elaborated responses, evaluated on multiple,
implicit criteria (Rouet and Britt 2011).
For these more open-ended questions, often requiring the use of multiple information
sources, confidence judgments would seem to be more difficult for students to determine.
First, the inclusion of multiple texts introduces a larger body of information that students must
consider in developing their judgments of response confidence. Further, given that open-ended
tasks are characterized as ill defined in terms of both what is asked of students and which
evaluative criteria are applied (Alexander 2006), students may need to rely to a greater extent
on prior task experience to determine the criteria upon which to base their response evaluations. Mosenthal (1998) suggests that the complexity associated with open-ended tasks stems
from the plurality of potential answers that may be generated by making varied connections
across texts and from the varied and flexible standards applicable to judging a quality response.
In turn, these features may complicate students’ judgments of response confidence (Pieschl
2009; Winne and Hadwin 1998).
Studies of confidence judgments have been critiqued for neither sufficiently considering
students’ subjective perceptions of task demands, termed frames of reference, nor fully
examining students’ awareness of the external criteria along which their responses may be
judged (Pieschl 2009), suggesting that examining students’ response confidence across task
conditions may be of particular import. Further, to fully understand students’ perceptions of
task demands requires examining not only their confidence ratings but also the justifications
for these ratings.

Domain and response confidence
In addition to considering variations in students’ response confidence ratings and justifications
across question types, we were also interested in examining response confidence ratings across
domains, namely, developmental psychology and astrophysics. In studies of calibration, higher
performing students demonstrate better calibration (Grimes 2002; Hadwin and Webster 2013),
as do students taking advanced, rather than introductory, courses (Falchikov and Boud 1989;
Grimes 2002). The more accurate calibration demonstrated by more advanced students may
stem from either their greater knowledge of a domain, and therefore greater knowledge of the
criteria along which responses may be evaluated, or from greater knowledge of themselves as
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learners, and therefore of their prior performance in a given discipline. In either case, the role
of prior domain experience in students’ confidence judgments is important to consider (Maki
and Serra 1992) particularly as the multiple source use process has been characterized as taskdriven (Rouet 2006; Rouet and Britt 2011).

Present study
The present study sought to contribute to the literature by examining the strength and
accuracy of students’ response confidence ratings when responding to questions that
required the use of multiple digital texts and students’ justifications for these ratings.
Undergraduate students were asked to respond to two types of questions: discrete,
requiring a single, concrete answer, and open-ended, requiring a more elaborated response and allowing for greater variation in quality, across two domains (i.e., developmental psychology and astrophysics). After answering each question, students were
asked to rate and justify their response confidence. The particular questions we set out
to address in this research were the following:
1. What kinds of justifications do students offer for their response confidence ratings when
responding to discrete and open-ended questions in developmental psychology and
astrophysics?
Similar to the Dinsmore and Parkinson (2013) study, it was expected that students
would offer justifications for confidence judgments related to information provided in
texts, their prior knowledge, and aspects of the task. Further, as students were placed in a
multiple text context and instructed to make use of the library, it was expected that the
majority of their response confidence judgments would be text-directed. Consistent with
this hypothesis, Dinsmore and Parkinson (2013) found the majority of students’ confidence justifications, in a single text context, to be text-directed. In the current study, we
expected this effect to be even more pronounced when students were asked to justify their
response confidence in a multiple text task.
2. To what extent do students’ response confidence ratings and justifications offered differ
across question type (i.e., discrete versus open-ended) and academic domain (i.e., developmental psychology versus astrophysics)?
In examining ratings of response confidence and their justifications across task conditions, a main effect for both question type and domain was expected. Based on prior
research, we hypothesized that students would express more confidence in responding to
the discrete questions, with a single specific answer, than to more open-ended questions,
for which standards of response quality may have been more ambiguous and therefore
more difficult to determine (Mosenthal 1998). Additionally, due to our participants’
greater experience with developmental psychology, rather than astrophysics, it was
expected that they would have great confidence in the more familiar domain. Thus, we
expected students to report the greatest confidence in the discrete question in developmental psychology and to express the least confidence in open-ended astrophysics
questions.
Further, we expected students to produce more text-directed justifications for response
confidence for their answers to discrete questions. It was expected that students would
have perceived the discrete questions as having a single correct answer that could be
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identified in the texts. Additionally, given participants’ social science backgrounds, it was
expected that students would produce more personally directed epistemic justifications in
response to developmental psychology questions. We expected students to feel as if they
Bknew^ the answers in developmental psychology. On the other hand, as students had
more limited knowledge in the domain of astrophysics, they were expected to justify their
confidence ratings in that domain based on information provided in texts rather than based
on prior knowledge.
3. In what ways do students’ ratings of response confidence and the justifications they
provide for those ratings relate (a) to the accuracy of their responses to discrete questions,
and (b) to the characteristics of their responses to open-ended questions in developmental
psychology and astrophysics?
Based on the literature suggesting that students are poorly calibrated (e.g.,
Dunlosky and Rawson 2012; Maki et al. 2005), we expected the associations between
response confidence and response performance to be somewhat limited. With regard
to response justifications, we hypothesized students responding correctly to the
discrete question and with higher levels of response quality, in the case of the openended question, to produce more text-directed justifications. It was generally expected
that consulting texts and justifying response confidence based on text quality would
be associated with better responses. Particularly for the open-ended question, it was
hypothesized that students’ citing task-directed justifications would have stronger
responses, as these types of justifications seem indicative of greater sensitivity and
concern for task demands.

Methods
Participants
Participants in this study were 215 undergraduate students at a large Mid-Atlantic
university in the United States. Ten of these participants were ultimately excluded
because they did not report a rating of response confidence for either of the two
questions. Of the final 205 participants, 69.76 % were female (n=143; male: 29.76 %,
n = 61) with a mean age of 20.70 (SD = 2.62). The students were majority White
(63.41 %, n = 130), with 13.17 % of students reporting Asian ethnicity (n = 27),
12.20 % reporting African American ethnicity (n = 25), and 4.88 % (n = 10) selfidentifying as Hispanic/Latino. In addition, 3.90 % of students categorized themselves
as multi-racial (n=8) and four students declined to report their ethnicity. Further, 8.78 %
of students were non-Native English speakers (n=18). One participant did not provide
demographic information. Students received extra credit for participation.
The undergraduate students in this study represented a variety of majors, particularly in the social sciences (73.66 %, n = 151), including psychology, economics, and
hearing and speech. Additionally, 21.46 % of students majored in the natural sciences
(n = 44) and 3.90 % of students (n= 8) majored in the humanities. The participating
students included freshmen (1.95 %, n = 4), sophomores (24.88 %, n = 51), juniors
(31.22 %, n= 64), and seniors (n = 37.07 %, n = 76) with 4.39 % (n = 9) of students
enrolled for post-baccalaureate credit. The average self-reported GPA was 3.21 (SD =
0.43) on a 4.0 scale.
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Materials
For this study, participants were provided with a library of seven digital texts, specific to each
of four questions assigned. The texts included in each of four libraries varied in reliability and
source type and included a journal article, a government report, a news site, featuring popular
press summaries of research studies, a newspaper article from the New York Times, a
corporate-sponsored website, a Wikipedia page, and a blog. These texts represented the types
of information sources students might encounter while conducting research on the Internet. As
seen in the screenshot displayed in Fig. 1, each text was reformatted to appear uniform. At the
top of each text, source information was provided, including publication source, logo, and title,
with text below. In reformatting, all images were removed and hyperlinks disabled.
All texts in a particular library were relevant to the target question (i.e., containing
information potentially useable in crafting a response), but varied in quality. The texts also
offered different perspectives on the target issue (Lenski 1998)—perspectives that could be
complementary or conflicting. For example, when asked to research factors promoting linguistic development in young children, students’ responses could have been informed by
biological and physiological perspectives on development (government report; blog), a report
on the role of environmental factors, such as noise in the home, on vocabulary acquisition
(news site), or a study exploring sociological factors, like race and socioeconomic status, in
children’s early language use (journal article). Each of the texts contained a potential answer to
the question. Although questions could have been answered with information from only a

Fig. 1 Screen shot of search task interface
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single text, multiple texts were required to corroborate answers to the discrete question or to
craft comprehensive and integrative responses to the open-ended question.
Texts were naturally occurring and identified by searching Google for both the exact
wording of the target question and key words within the target question (e.g., verbal development). As such, texts varied with regard to length and readability but were considered to be
appropriate for use with an undergraduate audience. Texts were then selected based on target
criteria including source type, publisher or origin (e.g., New York Times), and match across the
four question types. Readability and word count statistics are provided in the Appendix. Texts
were piloted with undergraduate students to ensure readability and usability in responding to
target questions.
Students were free to access none, some, or all of the texts in any order and they could keep
texts open while responding to each question. To encourage students’ deliberative text
selection, texts could be accessed through a link listing only the source type. For example
the Bnewspaper^ link was used to access the New York Times article. Links were arranged in
alphabetical order by source type. In responding to the study questions, students were
instructed to answer as they would for an academic class. There was no time limit placed on
the task. However, students had to complete answering the first question before being
presented with the second.

Measures
Participants were asked to respond to two questions using the described library of digital texts
specific for each question. In particular, they were asked to respond to one question that was
discrete and one question that was open-ended. One of those questions came from the domain
of developmental psychology and the other from astrophysics. For example, one group of
participants may have received the questions, BHow many words are in a normally developing
24-month-old’s vocabulary,^ (discrete, developmental psychology) and, BWhich planetary
features may promote or hinder habitability? Please explain,^ (open-ended, astrophysics) in
counterbalanced order. Alternately, participants could have received the questions, BHow
many stars are in the Milky Way galaxy,^ (discrete, astrophysics) and, BWhich factors may
promote or hinder linguistic development in young children? Please explain,^ (open-ended,
developmental psychology) counterbalanced. As such, both question type (i.e., discrete and
open-ended) and domain (i.e., developmental psychology and astrophysics) were
counterbalanced in the tasks presented to students. In the case of both the discrete and openended question participants were required to enter a response. However, while in the case of
the discrete question, the response involved a singular answer, in the open-ended question, a
more elaborative response was expected.
These questions were intended to represent the types of queries students may be assigned or
elect to research during the course of an introductory class in each respective domain. The
domains of developmental psychology and astrophysics were selected because they represented disciplinary differences associated with the social and natural sciences. Further, given that
our sample was primarily social science majors, with some representation of natural science
fields, we expected students’ knowledge and interest in the chosen domains and the specific
topics of inquiry to vary and to differentially impact determinations of response confidence.

Response coding Students’ responses to the discrete questions were coded as a binary, either
correct or incorrect, based on information provided in the texts (i.e., astrophysics: 200–400
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billion starts; developmental psychology: 50–250 words in a 24-month olds vocabulary).
Responses were coded as correct if students either reported the correct range or the upper or
lower bound reported in texts (e.g., Bat least 50^). In the case of the open-ended questions, five
indices to assess response quality were used. These indices were informed by prior investigations of MSU (e.g., Gil et al. 2010). First, the number of words included in students’ openended responses was counted. Although word count is not a measure of response quality per
se, it was nonetheless considered as a characteristic of students’ responses as response length
has been examined in prior research on MSU (e.g., McNamara et al. 2010). Further, students in
our study provided response confidence justifications based on amount written, suggesting that
response length may be an important indicator for students. Next, we counted the number of
pieces of evidence students introduced in their responses. For this determination, a piece of
evidence was defined as a unique or distinct reason offered to substantiate a response. In
addition to considering the number of pieces of evidence, or reasons, students provided, we
were also interested in the quality of these reasons. Thus, we also counted the number of
elaborations students included in their responses. Elaborations were pieces of evidence that
contained additional information that extended beyond a given claim and justification. Such
elaborations included additional explanations, examples, inferences, or generalizations. For
example, one students’ response included the statement that stimuli contribute to verbal
development: BStimuli such as talking toys, human interaction, exposure, and television
because they promote communication between individuals.^ While stimuli promoting verbal
development by fostering communication was coded as students providing a single piece of
evidence, the examples provided also meant this evidence was elaborated.
In addition, students’ responses were coded according to a modified SOLO Taxonomy
(Biggs and Collis 1982). The SOLO taxonomy is a response rating scale, ranging from zero to
four. As in prior studies (e.g., Biggs 1979), we modified the scale slightly to include half point
increments or transitional levels to better reflect variations in students’ responses and to
increase the information this scale provided. The SOLO Taxonomy considers not only the
amount of information included in responses and their degree of integration, but also the
internal and external consistency of responses when rendering a score. A score of one
indicated that students included a single piece of relevant information in their response,
whereas a score of two indicated that students’ answers included multiple pieces of information to substantiate responses, albeit with no connection between those pieces. To receive a
score of three, students’ responses had to provided multiple pieces of relevant information that
were expressly connected or integrated. Finally, a score of four on the SOLO taxonomy was
for responses that provided multiple pieces of information that were both integrated and
externally consistent, meaning these answers considered potentially conflicting evidence or
weighed the relative merits of conflicting claims.
In our modification of the SOLO Taxonomy, half points were assigned if students were
aiming for a certain level of response quality, but were not entirely successful in reaching this
desired level. For example, if students were attempting to provide multiple pieces of relevant
information for a given question, but only one of their reasons was fully articulated, their
response would receive a score of 1.5. Taken together, these assessments of students’ openended responses considered both information quality (i.e., the volume of evidence presented
and the quality of this evidence) and response quality (i.e., extent to which evidence was
elaborated and integrated). Inter-rater reliability for coding open-ended responses was determined based on a scoring of 35 participants’ responses (17.07 % of the sample). In identifying
the number of pieces of evidence, Cronbach’s α=0.75, while for identifying the number of
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pieces of evidence elaborated, Cronbach’s α=0.92. Finally, for scores on the SOLO taxonomy,
Cohen’s kappa was κ=0.68, corresponding to substantial agreement (Fleiss 1971; Landis and
Koch 1977; Viera and Garrett 2005).
The number of citations included in students’ responses was recorded. Citations were
considered to be any specific reference students made to the title, author, or source of any
text provided in the library or any references made to second-order sources, such as studies
discussed within texts. Students were not explicitly instructed to include citations in their
responses, so the number of citations recorded represented spontaneous sourcing. Table 1
offers an overview of the scoring procedure with corresponding samples of student responses.

Response confidence After responding to each question, students were asked to rate their
response confidence on a 100-mm line. Specifically, participants were asked to respond to the
question, BHow confident are you in your response,^ using a scale ranging from not at all to
very much so. Next, participants were instructed to BPlease explain;^ that is, they were asked to
justify their confidence. The screenshot of what students encountered is displayed in Fig. 2.
Justifications for ratings of response confidence were coded in three phases. In the first
phase, students’ justifications were segmented into utterances, with each utterance corresponding to a single, distinct thought or idea. Resultant segments generally corresponded to
statements or sentences with a single verb. However, statements connected via conjunctions
(e.g., however) were typically coded as two separate utterances. For example, the justification:
BI am confident in my response because it was taken directly from the article I read, however,
the other articles may have said different things,^ was coded as including two utterances. Next,
each utterance was coded as referencing one of three possible targets: text-directed, taskdirected, or personally-directed. These primary categories were based on Dinsmore and
Parkinson’s (2013) coding of students’ confidence justifications.
While Dinsmore and Parkinson examined confidence justifications rendered in reference to
performance on multiple-choice items completed following single text use, the present coding
scheme was adjusted to reflect a multiple text context. Utterances coded as text-directed were
justifications for response confidence that were based on the texts in the digital library or the
information within those texts. For instance, a response such as, BI believe the source that gave
me the information was very reliable,^ would have been coded as a text-directed justification.
Those utterances coded as task-directed were justifications for response confidence that
referenced either the target question per se, (i.e., the task demands) or students’ generated
responses (i.e., students’ responses to meet task demands). For example, the response, BMore
confident because I only gave estimates with no exact answer,^ would have been coded as a
task-directed because it offered a justification based on the student’s perception of the task (i.e.,
that it did not demand an exact answer). Confidence justifications were coded as personallydirected when they referenced factors extrinsic to the materials presented in the study or
elements of the given question or task, as when a respondent relied expressly on her prior
knowledge of the domain in formulating her justification (e.g., BWatched accurate scientific
TV shows on our Universe.^)
As a general convention, when students’ justifications appeared to reference aspects of both
text and task, text-directed justification was the default coding. For example, a justification of
limited response confidence, in which a participant stated: BI didn’t use all of the sources to
verify my answer,^ was coded as text-directed. In this case, the student was considering both
the number of texts used for corroboration (i.e., text-related) and conceptualizing their
response as requiring verification (i.e., task-related). However, a text-directed coding was

Multiple relevant pieces of information, not integrated
Multiple relevant pieces of information with attempted integration, but
reasons are listed.

Multiple relevant pieces of information, integrated, and internally
consistent.

1.5
2
2.5

3

SES, typical development, culture

The way that adults surrounding the child communicate with him or her may hinder
their development as well as the type of television shows they are exposed to.

Research shows the strongest predictor of verbal development is overall responsiveness
and support of the home environment. Verbal development can be promoted when
children frequently are read to, although the results are modest. Another important
factor is seen to be children’s interest in the reading activity, although research is
limited in this capacity. In addition, mother’s communicative strategies while reading
have also been seen to influence verbal development.

There are several factors that can accelerate language acquisition in children, such as
using infant directed speech or reading to the child. If a parent does not interact
with the child and speak to the child, such as in a maladaptive relationship, the
child can miss his sensitive period for verbal development; the case study of Genie
is an example of a child missing her sensitive period for normal language
development.

Note: Pieces of evidence that are elaborated are italicized

Parental influences are very important in promoting proper verbal development in young 4
children. The articles talks about the importance of brain development and nutrition,
and both of these affect child verbal development. However, these are both able to
be managed by the parental figures in the child’s life. Parenting is the most
important kind of influence to promote verbal development. The importance of
reading and proper education is important as well, and parents can help promote
proper and early reading. Personally this is what I experienced by homeschooling,
and parenting is essential in childhood growth and development. The home
environment is the most important factor in verbal development because young
children will learn and have the strongest ability for mental growth in early childhood,
and by having an opportunity and good parenting teaching by the parents they will
perform better.

Attempt to provide multiple reasons, however these are not fully
articulated.

1

A factor that could promote verbal development is the parent’s profession. If a child has
a professional parent their vocabulary would have more words than a child on
welfare (New York Times).

Multiple relevant pieces of information, integrated, internally consistent,
and externally consistent (i.e., holds even with presentation of
conflicting evidence)

Single relevant piece of information

SOLO Explanation
score

Sample response

Table 1 Sample open-ended response coding

6

3

4

2

1

2

1

2

0

0

1

Pieces of Elaborations
evidence
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Fig. 2 Screen shot of response confidence rating interface

applied, as this justification specifically indicated that verification ought occur through text
use. As with this example, when text use was specifically mentioned in confidence justifications, this was privileged in coding.
In the final coding phase, justifications within each reference category were classified as
being either epistemic or non-epistemic in nature. Epistemic justifications focused on evaluations of the quality, accuracy, or trustworthiness of students’ responses or the content upon
which those responses were based. For example, one student stated that: Bthe source was
credible.^ Because of this evaluation of text credibility, this justification was coded as
epistemic. Conversely, non-epistemic justifications focused on more surface or superficial
features of students’ responses or the information those responses were based on, such as their
length. When one student justified her response confidence by stating that, Barticle was very
easy to read and find,^ the statement was classified as non-epistemic.
More specifically, when students provided epistemic text-directed justifications their response confidence ratings were based on evaluations of the trustworthiness or authority of
texts in the digital library or the information within them. For example, one student justified
her response confidence as, BI have always been told journal articles are the most trustworthy
sources, since they are primary sources. However I only read one journal article, so I could not
compare their data to anyone else’s,^ indicating a rating of response confidence based on two
types of justifications: an evaluation of text trustworthiness as well as a desire for corroboration. Utterances coded as non-epistemic text-directed provided justifications for response
confidence based on non-epistemic or superficial features of texts, such as their length or
readability. Justifications coded into this category also included confidence ratings based on
finding an Bexact^ answer precisely stated in the texts.
Task-directed epistemic justifications were those that evaluated response quality in reference to question demands or to the level of substantiation or evidentiary quality that the task
demanded. Also included in this category were justifications for response confidence that
considered the accuracy, quality, or substantiation of students’ written responses or demonstrated a personal conviction or belief in the correctness of an answer. For example, while one
student justified her response confidence with reference to the nature of the question, saying,
Bthis was more factual,^ another student justified her response confidence by focusing on the
written product, explaining, BI believe what I have written is accurate and represents
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empirically supported views.^ Task-directed non-epistemic justifications were those based on
superficial aspects of task or response, absent a concern for quality or accuracy of the
responses produced. Included in this coding were students’ response confidence ratings based
on considerations of contextual or situational aspects of task completion, such as time
constraints.
Participants’ justifications for responses confidence were coded as personally-directed
epistemic when they relied on prior knowledge, experience, or personal expertise to
substantiate response accuracy. Included in this coding were responses from students
who justified their confidence based on their understanding of popular consensus or
reliance on an external authority. Justifications in this category were based on the
expertise or external validation that students brought to the task, rather than on information accessible as a part of the activity. For instance, one student justified his response
confidence by relying on his prior experience in a domain: BI am currently in a family
science class, as well as a human development course,^ while another based her response
confidence on personal experience, BI am relatively confident in my response because…I
also have a younger brother who I interact with greatly.^
Those justifications that were coded as personally-directed non-epistemic similarly
concerned students’ prior experiences. However, in this instance, students did not
describe these experiences as leading to a knowledge-based personal justification for
response certainty. Rather, justifications in this category discussed students’ familiarity
or interest in the task or domain as the reasoning behind their ratings of response
confidence. For example, one participant justified her confidence based on her experience performing similar tasks: BI am familiar with this topic and the style of research
done in the social sciences. Because of my familiarity and interest I knew exactly where
to look for an answer.^ In this category, we also included students’ justifications based
on motivational factors, such as interest, as when one student responded, Bit was much
easier to find information because I am much more interested in the topic.^ While factors
such as disciplinarily familiarity and topic interest may be considered to be associated
with students’ knowledge, these were coded as non-epistemic, unless students’ knowledge as a response confidence justification was explicitly cited. Additional samples of all
the justification types by epistemic classification can be found in Table 2. Two raters
coded 47 participants’ (22.93 % of the sample) justifications for response confidence.
Across these 47 participants, a total of 118 justifications were coded to establish
interrater agreement. In classifying students’ justifications as text-, task-, or personallydirected Cohen’s kappa was κ=0.69. In classifying students’ justifications as epistemic
or non-epistemic in nature Cohen’s kappa was κ=0.61, considered to represent substantial agreement (El Emam 1999; Fleiss 1971; Landis and Koch 1977; Viera and Garrett
2005). All disagreements were verbally reconciled and the first author coded all remaining justifications. In cases where patterns of disagreement emerged, coding principles
were derived and adhered to in scoring the remaining justifications.

Procedure
The order of the study task was as follows. Participants were first provided with directions.
Then they accessed a search page that included the first question they were assigned, a textbox
to fill in their answer, and the library with hyperlinked buttons from which texts could be
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Table 2 Sample response confidence justification coding
Justification coding
Text-directed

Example
Referent to texts in source library

Epistemic

BIt was difficult in evaluating whether the source was credible or valid^
BI am rather confident because the information…was on [sic. from]multiple sources^
BI used a government report for my research and those are considered academic
sources.^

Non-epistemic

BReading the sources provided was hard^
BI feel as though I could have written a full paper with the resources provided.^

Task-directed

Referent to question parameters or composed responses

Epistemic

BHowever, I included in my answer that there was a large variability rate at this age
especially between boys and girls, so I think I made it clear it varies between
children.^
BI only gave estimates with no exact answer.^
BI am fairly confident because the information made sense to me^

Non-epistemic

BI’m not really sure it was answering the question^
BI was vague in my answer.^

Personally-directed
Epistemic
Non-epistemic

Referent external to texts or task
BI don’t know much about the topic at hand^
BI learned this from class^
BI have read and hear a lot about this to begin with.^
BI am familiar with this topic and the style of research done in the social sciences.
Because of my familiarity and interest, I knew exactly where to look for an answer
and how to interpret the information I found.^

accessed. Students could select and use any of the texts in the library while the target question
and a textbox was continually displayed. Once students indicated that they had completed their
response, by clicking the Bnext^ button, the response confidence page appeared, asking
students to rate and justify their response certainty. When students had completed their
confidence ratings for the first question answered, indicated by clicking the Bnext^ button,
they were presented with the second question, a textbox within which to formulate their
response and a library. Once students had completed answering the second question, they were
again taken to a page asking them to rate and justify their response confidence.

Results
Overall justifications for response confidence
Across the four questions, students rated their response confidence as 55.95 (SD=29.84) on
average, on a 100 mm line. In justifying their ratings of response confidence, students
produced a total of 940 utterances, with an average of 2.29 justifications offered for each
confidence rating (SD=1.36). Of the total number of justifications produced, 56.70 % (n=533)
were text-directed; 18.94 % were task-directed (n=178), and 21.38 % (n=201) were personally-directed. The remaining justifications (2.98 %, n=28), which could not otherwise be
classified, were coded as other. Of the total number of justifications for response confidence
offered, 56.06 % (n=527) were epistemic in nature, while 40.96 % (n=385) were nonepistemic in nature.
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Justifications for response confidence
Our first research question asked: What kinds of justifications do students offer for their
response confidence ratings when responding to discrete and open-ended questions in developmental psychology and astrophysics? A repeated measure analysis of variance was used to
compare the number of text-directed, task-directed, personally-directed confidence justifications students reported. Mauchly’s test indicated that the sphericity assumption had been
violated X2(2)=26.93, p<.001. Therefore, a Huynh-Feldt adjustment was used (ε=0.897).
The within-subject effects were overall significant, F(1,794)=59.34, p<0.001, η2 =0.23,
corresponding to a large effect size. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons, using Bonferroni’s
adjustment for multiple comparisons with a significance level of a=0.017, found that students
produced significantly more text-directed justifications for response confidence (M=2.60,
SD=2.03) than both task-directed justifications [(M=0.87, SD=1.40), t(204)=9.70, p<.001,
Cohen’s d=0.68] and personally-directed justifications [(M=0.98, SD=1.53), t(204)=7.98,
p<.001, Cohen’s d=0.56], in both cases corresponding to a medium effect size. However no
significant differences were found between the number of task-directed and personallydirected justification produced, t(204)=−0.76, p=0.45.
Further, a series of paired sample t-tests determined that in providing text-directed justifications for response confidence, students provided significantly more justifications that were
epistemic (M=1.60, SD=1.68) rather than non-epistemic (M=1.00, SD=1.20) in nature,
t(204)=4.18, p<.001, Cohen’s d=0.29, corresponding to a small to medium effect size. As
a contrast, students provided significantly more task-directed non-epistemic justifications for
response confidence, (M=0.54, SD=1.00), than epistemic justifications (M=0.33, SD=0.81),
t(204)=2.53, p<.05, Cohen’s d=0.18. Of the number of personally-directed justifications
provided, significantly more were epistemic (M=0.63, SD=1.16) than non-epistemic (M=
0.35, SD=0.97), t(204)=2.76, p<.01, Cohen’s d=0.19. See Table 3 for summary statistics on
types of response confidence justifications.

Response confidence across task conditions
Our second research question was: To what extent do students’ response confidence ratings
and justifications offered differ across question type (i.e., discrete versus open-ended) and
academic domain (i.e., developmental psychology versus astrophysics)?

Response confidence ratings There were no significant differences in students’ ratings of
response confidence across question type (i.e., discrete versus open-ended questions), t(201)=
1.09, p=0.28, as demonstrated via paired sample t-test. Students were significantly more
confident in their responses to questions in the domain of developmental psychology (M=
60.56, SD=27.44) than in astrophysics (M=51.66, SD=31.48), t(201)=3.23, p<.01, Cohen’s
d=0.23.
Justifications for response confidence Justifications for response confidence were examined across question type and domain.

Question type There was a significant difference in the total number of justifications for
response confidence students offered when responding to the discrete (M=2.40, SD=1.38)
versus open-ended question (M=2.19, SD=1.33), t(204)=2.19, p<.05, Cohen’s d=0.15.
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Justification type

Percent of total

Total justifications

100 % (n=940)

4.59 (2.33)

Text-directed
Epistemic

56.70 % (n=533)
35.00 % (n=329)

2.60 (2.03)
1.60 (1.68)

21.70 % (n=385)

1.00 (1.20)

18.94 % (n=178)

0.87 (1.40)

Non-epistemic
Task-directed

Mean (SD)

Epistemic

7.23 % (n=68)

0.33 (0.81)

Non-epistemic

11.70 % (n=110)

0.54 (1.00)

Personally-directed

21.38 % (n=201)

0.98 (1.54)

13.83 % (n=130)

0.63 (1.16)

7.55 % (n=71)
52.34 % (n=492)

0.35 (0.97)
2.40 (1.38)

Open-ended

47.66 % (n=448)

2.19 (1.33)

Developmental psychology

51.60 % (=485)

2.37 (1.25)

Astrophysics

48.40 % (n=455)

2.22 (1.46)

Epistemic
Non-epistemic
Discrete

Further, a series of paired sample t-tests revealed significant differences in the types of
justifications for response confidence students offered across the two question types.
Participants offered significantly more text-directed and text-directed epistemic justifications
for response confidence when responding to the discrete question (text-directed: M=1.51,
SD=1.30; text-directed epistemic: M=0.99, SD=1.14) as compared to the open-ended question (text-directed: M=1.09, SD=1.10; text-directed epistemic: M=0.61, SD=0.93); [textdirected: t(204)=4.61, p<.001, Cohen’s d=0.32; text-directed epistemic: t(204)=4.35,
p<.001, Cohen’s d=0.30]. There were no significant differences in the number of textdirected non-epistemic justifications for response confidence reported across question type,
t(204)=0.56, p=0.58.
There were no significant differences in the number of total task-directed justifications,
t(204)=0.14, p=0.89, the number of task-directed epistemic justifications, t(204)=1.72, p=
0.09, nor in the number of non-epistemic task-directed justifications, t(204)=1.62, p=0.11,
students offered when responding to the discrete versus open-ended question.
Students provided both significantly more total personally-directed justifications for response confidence in the case of the open-ended (M=0.60, SD=0.92) versus the discrete
question (M=0.38, SD=0.91), t(204)=3.27, p<.01, Cohen’s d=0.23, and significantly more
personally-directed epistemic justifications (discrete: M=0.24, SD=0.63; open-ended: M=
0.39, SD=0.78), t(204)=2.63, p<.01, Cohen’s d=0.18. No significant difference was found
in the number of personally-directed non-epistemic reasons students provided, t(204)=1.58,
p=0.12. See Table 4 for response confidence justifications across question types.

Domain Students did not differ in the total number of justifications for response confidence
they offered when responding to questions in the two domains, t(204)=1.49, p=0.14. A series
of paired sample t-tests were run to determine if there were domain differences in the types of
justifications students offered. First, participants reported significantly more text-directed
justifications when substantiating their response confidence ratings for questions in developmental psychology (M=1.40, SD=1.20) than in astrophysics (M=1.20, SD=1.23), t(204)=
2.25, p<.05, Cohen’s d=0.16. Likewise, students offered significantly more text-directed
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Table 4 Percent and mean justifications across question type
Justification source

Question type

Epistemic classification

Discrete

Total justifications
Text-directed
Epistemic
Non-epistemic
Task-directed

Open-ended

M (SD)

Percent

M (SD)

Percent (N)

2.40a (1.38)

100 (n=492)

2.19a (1.33)

100 (n=448)

1.51 (1.30)
0.99b (1.14)

62.80 (n=309)
41.26 (n=203)

1.09b (1.10)
0.61b (0.93)

50.00 (n=224)
28.13 (n=126)

0.52 (0.81)

21.54 (n=106)

0.48 (0.74)

21.88 (n=98)

0.043 (0.88)

17.89 (n=88)

0.44 (0.85)

20.09 (n=90)

b

Epistemic

0.21 (0.65)

8.74 (n=43)

0.12 (0.42)

5.58 (n=25)

Non-epistemic

0.22 (0.58)

9.15 (n=45)

0.32 (0.73)

14.51 (n=65)

Personally-directed

0.38b (0.91)

15.65 (n=77)

0.60b (0.92)

27.68 (n=124)

b

Epistemic

0.24 (0.63)

10.16 (n=50)

0.39b (0.78)

17.86 (n=80)

Non-epistemic

0.13 (0.61)

5.49 (n=27)

0.21 (0.62)

9.82 (n=44)

a

indicates a significant difference at the a=0.05 level

b

indicates a significant difference at the a=0.01 level

epistemic justifications after responding to questions in developmental psychology (M=0.92,
SD=1.10; astrophysics: M=0.68, SD=1.00), t(204)=2.69, p<.01, Cohen’s d=0.19). However,
no differences across domains were found in the number of text-directed non-epistemic
justifications students offered, t(204)=0.42, p=0.68.
No differences across domain were found in students’ task-directed reasons for
response confidence; total task-directed reasons, t(204)= 0.56, p= 0.58; task-directed
epistemic reasons, t(204) = 0.38, p = 0.70; or non-epistemic task-directed reasons,
t(204)=0.32, p=0.75.
Finally, in examining students’ personally-directed bases for response confidence ratings,
no significant differences were found across domains in the total number of such justifications
reported, t(204)=1.57, p=0.12; nor in the number of personally-directed epistemic justifications offered, t(204)=0.69, p=0.49. Students did differ significantly in the number of
personally-directed non-epistemic justifications they cited across the two domains, t(204)=
2.92, p<.01, Cohen’s d=0.20. Specifically, when responding to questions in the domain of
astrophysics students reported more personally-directed non-epistemic reasons for their response confidence ratings (M=0.25, SD=0.69) than they did when responding to questions in
developmental psychology (M=0.10, SD=0.51). See Table 5 for response confidence justifications across domains.

Response confidence and performance
The third research question in this study examined the correspondence between students’
response confidence and types of justifications offered and response accuracy, for the discrete
question, and response quality, for the open-ended question. Specifically, we were interested in
knowing: In what ways do students’ ratings of response confidence and the justifications they
provide for those ratings relate (a) to the accuracy of their responses to discrete questions and
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Table 5 Percent and mean justifications across domain
Developmental psychology

Astrophysics

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Percent (N)

Percent (N)

Total justifications

2.37 (1.25)

100 (n=485)

2.22 (1.46)

100 (n=455)

Text-directed

1.40a (1.20)

59.38 (n=288)

1.20a (1.23)

53.85 (n=245)

Epistemic

0.92b (1.10)

38.97 (n=189)

0.68b (1.00)

30.77 (n=140)

Non-epistemic

0.48 (0.72)

20.41 (n=99)

0.51 (0.84)

23.08 (n=105)

Task-directed

0.45 (0.89)

19.18 (n=93)

0.41 (0.83)

18.68 (n=85)

0.18 (0.56)

7.42 (n=36)

0.16 (0.54)

7.03 (n=32)

0.28 (0.65)
0.43 (0.93)

11.75 (n=57)
18.35 (n=89)

0.26 (0.67)
0.55 (0.92)

11.65 (n=53)
24.62 (n=112)

Epistemic

0.34 (0.79)

Non-epistemic

0.10b (0.51)

14.23 (n=69)
4.12 (n=20)

0.30 (0.61)
0.25b (0.69)

13.41 (n=61)
11.21 (n=51)

Epistemic
Non-epistemic
Personally-directed

a

indicates a significant difference at the a=0.05 level

b

indicates a significant difference at the a=0.01 level

(b) to the characteristics of their responses to open-ended questions in developmental psychology and astrophysics?

Discrete
In responding to the discrete question, 63.41 % of respondents answered correctly (n=130).
Students did not significantly differ in response accuracy when responding to questions in
astrophysics (66.22 %, n=56) versus in developmental psychology (64.35 %, n=74), X2 =
0.10, p=0.75.

Response confidence ratings Those responding accurately to the discrete questions had
significantly higher ratings of response confidence, F(1, 201)=32.04, p<.001, η2 =0.14; those
answering correctly reported a mean confidence level of 66.01, (SD=26.52) as compared to
those answering inaccurately (M=42.23, SD=32.81). A two-way analysis of variance, examining the effects of response accuracy (i.e., correct versus incorrect) and question domain (i.e.,
astrophysics versus developmental psychology) on response confidence, found only a significant main effect for response accuracy, F(1, 201)=33.03, p<.001. There was no significant
main effect for domain, F(1, 201)=0.34, p=0.56, and no significant interaction between
response accuracy and domain in differentiating response confidence, F(1, 201)=0.95, p=
0.33. The adjusted R2 for the model was 0.13.
Justifications for response confidence There were no significant differences in the total
number of confidence justifications offered by students answering the discrete question
accurately versus inaccurately, F(1, 203)=0.01, p=0.92. Those students responding accurately
to the discrete question provided significantly more total text-directed rationales for response
confidence (correct: M=1.76, SD=1.29; incorrect: M=1.07, SD=1.21), F(1, 203)=14.47,
p<.001, η2 =0.07. Students responding correctly versus incorrectly did not differ in the number
of total task-directed justifications produced, F(203)=0.93, p=0.34. Students answering the
discrete question inaccurately (M=0.60, SD=1.13) provided significantly more personally-
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directed justifications for response confidence than did students answering correctly (M=0.25,
SD=0.74), F(1, 203)=7.37, p<.01, η2 =0.04, corresponding to a small effect size.

Open ended
In responding to the open-ended questions, students’ answers had an average number of
40.59 words (SD=43.74) and students’ responses were scored an average of 1.73 (SD=
0.88) on the SOLO taxonomy, indicating that on average students were attempting to
provide multiple pieces of relevant information in their responses. On average, students’
responses included 2.94 (SD=2.05) pieces of evidence or substantiating claims, and
contained an average of 0.80 (SD=1.18) elaborations, or explanations of said claims.
The mean number of citations students provided in their responses was 0.19 (SD=0.56).
A series of independent sample t-tests were run to examine differences in students’
performance on the open-ended questions across domains. Students did not significantly differ
in their open-ended response word-count, t(200)=0.06, p=0.95; nor in the number of pieces of
evidence, t(198.28)=1.43, p=0.15; and, elaborations produced when responding to questions
in astrophysics vis-à-vis developmental psychology, t(200)=0.68, p=0.50. However, students
did earn higher SOLO scores when responding to open-ended questions in developmental
psychology (M=1.91, SD=0.89) rather than in astrophysics (M=1.58, SD=0.84), t(200)=
2.71, p<.01, Cohen’s d=0.38, while providing significantly more citations in the domain of
astrophysics (M=0.27, SD=0.68) than in developmental psychology (M=0.09, SD=0.32),
t(167.71)=2.53, p<.05, Cohen’s d=0.33.

Response confidence ratings To examine the effects of open-ended response quality on
students’ confidence ratings, a multiple linear regression was run predicting open-ended
response confidence based on question domain, word count, SOLO score, number of pieces
of evidence and elaborations identified, as well as the number of citations included. The model
was overall significant, F(6, 195)=7.94, p<.001, R2adj =0.20. However, only question domain,
β=16.53, p<.001, and SOLO score, β=7.46, p<.05 were significant predictors in the model.
Students’ reported ratings of response confidence were significantly correlated with a
number of measures of response quality, when responding to the open-ended question. Due
to data skew and kurtosis, Kendall’s Tau was the measure of association used. Specifically,
students’ ratings of response confidence were significantly correlated with word count
[τ(202)=0.10, p<.05], SOLO score [τ(202)=0.21 p<.001], number of pieces of evidence
[τ(202)=0.12, p<.05], and number of elaborations [τ(202)=0.17, p<.01].
Justification for response confidence The total number of justifications students offered
for their response confidence ratings was significantly correlated with all measures of open
response quality, including, word count [τ(202)=0.33, p<.001], SOLO score [τ(202)=0.25,
p<.001], the number of pieces of evidence students included [τ(202)=0.18, p=.001], the
number of elaborations offered [τ(202)=0.22, p<.001], and the number of citations included
in students’ responses [τ(202)=0.20, p=.001].
Looking at the number of text-directed reasons for response confidence, the total number of
such justifications offered in reference to the open-ended question was significantly correlated
with word count [τ(202)=0.17, p=.001], SOLO scores [τ(202)=0.14, p<.05], the number of
reasons students elaborated [τ(202)=0.14, p<.05], and the number of citations included in
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students’ responses [τ(202)=0.18, p<.01]. There were no significant correlations between
total text-directed justifications and the number of reasons produced [τ(202)=0.10, p=0.09].
Kendall’s Tau correlation analysis determined that the total number of task-directed reasons
for response confidence ratings was significantly related to word count [τ(202)=0.13, p<.05],
SOLO scores [τ(202)=0.12, p<0.05], and the number of reasons included in students’
responses [τ(202)=0.13, p<.05], but not significantly correlated with the number of elaborations nor the number of citations in students’ answers.
The total number of personally-directed bases for response confidence students reported
was not correlated with any measures of open-ended response quality (i.e., word count, SOLO
score, pieces of evidence, elaborations, citations).

Discussion
The present study sought to examine students’ confidence in their responses to academic tasks
requiring the use of multiple texts. This study advances the literature in at least three ways.
First, we considered the bases or justifications for students’ ratings of response confidence, in
addition to their magnitude. Second, we examined the nature of students’ response confidence
across question types and domains. Finally, we considered students’ response confidence
ratings and justifications as they related to task performance, all within the context of a
multiple text task.

Research question 1: types of justifications
Our first research question examined the types of justifications students offered for
reported response confidence ratings. In examining the types of justifications students
offered for their ratings of response confidence, we found the majority of these to be
text-directed; indicating that students were basing their response confidence ratings on
features of texts in the digital library or the information within them. Further, significantly more of these text-directed justifications were epistemic, rather than non-epistemic, in nature. Students reported justifications for response confidence based on general
appraisals of text reliability, evaluations of source type and author expertise, and on
assessments of the research and evidence cited in texts. This is an encouraging finding
for researchers and educators interested in improving students’ text evaluation and
concerned about the plethora of online texts requiring scrutiny (Braasch et al. 2013;
Mason et al. 2010).
In considering the epistemic versus non-epistemic nature of students’ justifications for
response confidence ratings, we found that while students did attend to epistemic features of
texts when justifying their ratings, when providing task-directed justifications, they focused
significantly more on non-epistemic features. Indeed, students significantly more frequently
evaluated their responses based on superficial features such as their length or their
Binclude[ing] a couple of ideas,^ rather than considering the quality of evidence in these ideas.
Consistent with the MD-TRACE model, this may be interpreted as students evaluating
responses in reference to a task model constructed based on limitations in the amount of time
or effort students were wanting to expend on the task. When students did justify response
confidence in task-directed epistemic ways, they frequently based their confidence on personal
convictions or the belief in the accuracy of their responses, without further substantiation. For
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example, as students explained, Bthe factors that I listed I am confident that they are correct,^
or, Bthe answer seems correct.^
At the same time, as suggested by MD-TRACE theory, students ought to have been
rendering justifications of response confidence based on task-directed reasoning to a greater
extent (e.g., Rouet 2006). While students were not often explicitly comparing the response
they produced to a theorized task-model, there were variations in the types of confidence
justifications students reported when responding to different types of task.

Research question 2: response confidence across task conditions
Our second research question examined the extent to which students’ response confidence
ratings and justifications differed across question type (i.e., discrete versus open-ended) and
domain (i.e., developmental psychology versus astrophysics). After responding to the discrete
question students generated significantly more text-directed justifications for response confidence than they did after responding to the open-ended question. This may suggest that in
evaluating their responses to varied types of questions students were appealing to different
task-models.
The task model students constructed was thought to determine the standards they
adopted for determining and justifying judgments of response quality. Further, standards
for judgments of response quality and how these judgments were justified may have been
influenced and constrained by the level of cognitive demand adopting various standards
posed. The discrete question was thought to be easier for students to both respond to and
to justify their response confidence in; whereas the open-ended question, requiring a
more elaborative and integrative response, posed a greater confidence-evaluation challenge for students. This task analysis seems to be consistent with students engaging in
the relatively demanding process of response justification based on text-directed factors,
but doing so significantly more frequently when responding to the comparatively easier
discrete question.
Likewise, text-directed justifications for response confidence were reported significantly more often when students responded to questions in developmental psychology,
the domain they were familiar and experienced in, rather than to questions in astrophysics. We thought this pattern emerged because developmental psychology questions
constituted a more familiar task for our participants. That is, when answering questions
in the comparatively more familiar domain (i.e., developmental psychology), students
could engage in the relatively demanding text evaluation process and offer significantly
more text-directed justifications for response confidence without making their task
excessively difficult.
The finding that students offered significantly more text-directed justifications when
rating their confidence in responses to developmental psychology questions was contrary
to our expectations. Since our participants were primarily social science majors, we
expected these students to have more background in developmental psychology than in
astrophysics, and therefore to be more text-directed in justifying their response confidence ratings in the latter. We thought that, when responding to questions in an
unfamiliar domain (i.e., astrophysics), participants would need to rely on text-based
information to substantiate their answers to a greater extent. Whereas, in responding to
questions in the domain of developmental psychology, we expected students to be more
personally-directed, having greater stores of prior knowledge and experience to draw on
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when justifying their ratings of response confidence. The fact that our data indicate the
opposite justification pattern may be a testament to the relative difficulty students have
with text evaluation as a contributory factor in their formulation of text-directed justifications for response confidence. Students were able to engage in the text based justification process significantly more often when they presumably had familiarity with and
prior knowledge in a domain. Indeed, the importance of learner factors, such as prior
knowledge, in students’ text processing is a finding well-established in prior research
(e.g., Alexander et al. 1994; Bråten et al. 2011).
Students reported significantly more personally-directed justifications for response
confidence when answering open-ended questions. This finding may be associated with
the higher level of difficulty these more elaborative questions pose for students. One
strategy participants might have employed to cope with the greater complexity introduced by open-ended questions was to reformulate such tasks from ones requiring the
reconciliation and integration of evidence to ones requiring simply a relevant opinion,
where any answer may be as good as any other. This is a response we have identified in
our prior research (List et al. 2013). In effect, this strategy might specifically serve to
mitigate the challenge posed by open-ended questions having flexible and varied
criteria for what may constitute a quality response. As suggested by the MD-TRACE
model, this may result in students’ difficulties building a task model and evaluating
open-ended responses in reference to said model. Participants considering open-ended
questions to be questions of opinion would thus, indeed, turn to personally-directed
justifications for response confidence, convinced that they know a potential answer,
without considering whether their personal knowledge would lead to an answer of
quality or the best answer.
When responding to both the discrete and open-ended questions, students frequently
justified response confidence based on their finding Bthe answer^ stated directly within a
text. These included explanations for response confidence ratings such as, BThe answers
to the questions were easy to find,^ and, BMany of the sources had varying answers and
none of them explicitly stated the answer to the question.^ In our study, these were coded
as text-directed as students were justifying response confidence based on information
found in texts or lack thereof. However, justifications such as these also provide insights
into students’ interpretations of task demands. A number of our participants seemed to
want responses that were stated explicitly in texts and to be able to find these answers
with speed and ease. While in the case of the discrete question, we would expect students
to locate a specific amount reported in the texts and potentially verify it across other
texts, in the case of the open-ended question, we expected participants to gather,
evaluate, reconcile, and integrate information provided in various texts in composing
an elaborative response. Such a response process has been outlined in theoretical models
of multiple source use (e.g., Britt et al. 1999; Rouet 2006). Yet, repeatedly the students in
our study either believed that, as with the discrete question, an adequate open-ended
response would be explicitly stated in a text and tried to identify this text or they were
frustrated that they were unable to find a directly stated answer to the open-ended
questions. One student explained her low rating of confidence in her response to the
open-ended question by saying the Banswer wasn’t displayed out in the open.^
Justifications such as this require us to examine more closely how students perceive
the assignments they are given and which tasks students carry out when composing
responses based on multiple texts.
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Research question 3: response confidence and performance
In response to our third research, justifications for response confidence, in the case of
both the discrete and open-ended questions, were tied to performance. As expected, those
participants responding accurately to the discrete question were significantly more likely
to cite text-directed justifications, indicating that these students were locating their
answers in text and potentially corroborating their answers across multiple texts.
Interestingly, those participants responding incorrectly more often justified their response
confidence in ways that were personally-directed. Such justifications were reliant on
students believing they knew the correct answer to the question from prior knowledge or
experience. Convictions that proved incorrect. This finding is consistent with prior
research indicating that generally students are often poor at judging what they know
(Dinsmore and Parkinson 2013).
For the open-ended question, indicators of response quality were significantly
correlated with the total number of text-directed justifications and task-directed justifications for response confidence reported. Indicators of response quality were not
significantly correlated with students’ personally-directed justifications, suggesting that
while participants may have thought that they had sufficient knowledge or experience
to generate an acceptable answer to the open-ended questions, they may not have.
Although statistically significant, these correlations showed only a limited association
between open-ended measures of response quality and justifications for response
confidence. Further work is needed to better understand the nature of these
associations.
There is a need to examine students’ response confidence further. Evidence from this study
suggests that it is a fruitful pursuit. Participants in our study demonstrated not only an ability to
make judgments of response confidence, but also to justify these ratings along varying
dimensions. However, more work is needed to understand the text, task, and personal factors
that may impact response confidence and more importantly, the relation between response
confidence ratings and subsequent multiple source use behaviors when completing academic
tasks.

Limitations
A number of limitations in study design should be considered, including those associated
with sample selection, task formulation, justification coding, and text presentation. First,
the domain-based differences identified in students’ response confidence ratings and
justifications are conflated with students’ varied experiences in these domains. Our
participants had greater familiarity and prior knowledge of developmental psychology.
Although, as expected, students expressed greater confidence in their developmental
psychology responses, this was likely due to their experience in the domain, rather than
characteristics of the domain. Further research with cross-sectional populations is needed
to explore domain differences in students’ response confidence and confidence
justifications.
Further, more work is needed to clarify which aspects of assigned questions (i.e.,
discrete and open-ended) were associated with differences in confidence judgments and
justifications. The discrete and open-ended questions presented varied with regard to
both the nature of the response demanded and the nature of the scoring. Discrete
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questions required both a singular answer and were scored as correct or incorrect, while
open-ended questions allowed for a more elaborated response that was also coded in a
less rigid fashion, with no correct answer. Future research should be directed at
disentangling these factors. For example, insights may be gained from examining how
response confidence and justifications vary when students, regardless of the level of
elaboration required, are assigned questions as having a single correct answer or rigid
response standard.
Coding the justifications participants provided for response confidence was a subjective
process. While the coding scheme used was able to reliably classify the majority of students’
justifications, the coding conventions adopted were reflected in the results. For instance,
defaulting to coding justifications that considered aspects of both text and task as text-directed,
contributed to the finding that the majority of justifications students provided were textdirected. More work is needed to determine the reliability of the justification coding scheme
used across additional MSU tasks.
In the present study, texts were presented to students as an array of horizontal buttons
in alphabetical order, by source type, with no additional document information included.
This delimitation was adopted for two primary reasons. When presented with texts in a
list-like fashion, resembling a search engine results page, students have been found to
have a strong order bias in selecting those texts appearing at the top (Kammerer and
Gerjets 2010) and to select texts based on superficial relevance cues (Rouet et al. 2011),
rather than quality indicators. In this study, by presenting texts according to source type,
we hoped to draw students’ attention to a key document features associated with
judgments of text trustworthiness (Bråten et al. 2009; Rouet et al. 1996). However, this
form of presentation came at the cost of ecological validity and may have, in part,
increased students’ reporting of text-directed justifications. Source type was considered
to be a salient document feature upon which students could base their text selections.
Indeed, studies have shown students to evaluate texts based on source type based schema
(Bråten et al. 2011). Yet, providing additional document information (e.g., author credentials) may have aided students in their text selections and evaluations and in forming
text-directed justifications for response confidence. Future research should consider
whether presenting additional information about texts introduces more text-directed
criteria into students’ justifications for response confidence.

Future directions
In this study, students were asked to rate their response confidence following task
completion, after answers to each question had been submitted. However, there is a
need to understand how students might modify their text use behaviors or responses if
asked to evaluate their response confidence at various stages throughout the multiple
source use process. Further, in this study, students were prompted to both rate and justify
their response confidence. Self-evaluating answers has been identified as a high-level
regulatory strategy and as such it is important to investigate not only whether students
are able to engage in response evaluation, but also the extent to which they do so
spontaneously when completing tasks. Finally, the task instructions provided to students
in this study asked respondents to answer each questions as they would for an academic
class, leaving the criteria along which each response would be evaluated intentionally
vague. This was done to understand the task-directed criteria students would self
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generate in evaluating their responses, however, future work should consider students’
response confidence ratings when participants are provided with more specific criteria for
response formulation.
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